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“I’ll be watching you.” His face is recognizable. Hiding behind dark sunglasses and under baseball caps does
not conceal who he is from his adoring public. Nicky Walsh, A-list Hollywood leading man. He understands
that this is par for the course. This is what he agreed to when he became an actor in Hollywood. As his star
rose, he gained more fans and the watchful eye of every media outlet. But one this he didn’t realize is that he
has an admirer. One who will go to any lengths to reach out to him. When his stalker gains access to his
number they start calling him, verbally threatening his new girlfriend, actress Alexis Bryant. Unwanted gifts
start coming to his hotel rooms while he is on a press tour. Who can this person be? Why are they doing this
to him? He begins to fear for his life. Worried he could be the next John Lennon or Selena Quintanilla. Shot
and killed by a crazed fan. One thing he knows for sure, he is on a collision course with his stalker, one he
cannot avoid. Will he survive? Or just become another statistic?
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From reader reviews:

John Harrison:

Book is definitely written, printed, or illustrated for everything. You can realize everything you want by a
book. Book has a different type. As it is known to us that book is important matter to bring us around the
world. Next to that you can your reading talent was fluently. A e-book Famous will make you to always be
smarter. You can feel much more confidence if you can know about anything. But some of you think which
open or reading any book make you bored. It is not necessarily make you fun. Why they can be thought like
that? Have you seeking best book or appropriate book with you?

Edwina Hinkle:

This Famous are reliable for you who want to be a successful person, why. The explanation of this Famous
can be one of several great books you must have is actually giving you more than just simple reading through
food but feed you with information that probably will shock your previous knowledge. This book will be
handy, you can bring it all over the place and whenever your conditions in the e-book and printed people.
Beside that this Famous giving you an enormous of experience for example rich vocabulary, giving you test
of critical thinking that we know it useful in your day task. So , let's have it and luxuriate in reading.

Thomas Moss:

Famous can be one of your basic books that are good idea. All of us recommend that straight away because
this book has good vocabulary which could increase your knowledge in terminology, easy to understand, bit
entertaining but delivering the information. The writer giving his/her effort to put every word into delight
arrangement in writing Famous nevertheless doesn't forget the main place, giving the reader the hottest as
well as based confirm resource info that maybe you can be considered one of it. This great information can
easily drawn you into brand-new stage of crucial pondering.

Florence Ross:

In this particular era which is the greater person or who has ability in doing something more are more
important than other. Do you want to become among it? It is just simple method to have that. What you have
to do is just spending your time almost no but quite enough to get a look at some books. One of the books in
the top record in your reading list is Famous. This book that is qualified as The Hungry Hills can get you
closer in turning out to be precious person. By looking way up and review this book you can get many
advantages.
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